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Abstract. A relation between the group and the circuit group of a graph is given. 
For a graph G without loops or multiple edges, the group of G, writ- 
ten I’(G), is the set of permutations of vertices of G which preserve ad- 
jacencies between vertices. The circuit group of G, written I’,(G), is the 
set of those permutations of the edges of G which preserve circuits. This 
is the same as the group of the polygon matroid of G. The subgroup of 
I’,(G) induced by I’(G) is called the live group of G and written r(G). 
We shall give the relationship between T”(G) and l?,(G). 
Given a graph G, we define a 2-02. tomorphism of G as a permutation 
u E I’,(G) that is also a 24somorphism as defined by Whitney [ 21. 
More specifically, 2-automorphisms correspond .to the following opera- 
tions: 
(a) Permute nonseparable components (i.e., elementary separators) 
in the same isomorphism class. 
(b) If G is the union of H, and H, with common vertices a and h, 
take any element CJ of I’(& ) that permutes a and 6. Now take the in- 
duced permutatioi;l a E T’(Hr ) and extend it to a permutation CJ* of the 
edges of G by leaving all edges not in H, fixed. Roughly speaking, Hi is 
twisted about vertices n and b. 
Permutations of type (a) and (b) are termed simpZe 2-(rutor?zol’jltzislZl.s 
and are elements of I’,(G) since they preserve simple circuits of G. We 
define the group of 2wtomorphisms of G, written r,(G), as the sub- 
group of I’,(G) generated by the simple 2-automorphisms of G. 
The following lemma is due to ‘VVhitney [31. 
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Lemma 1. Suppose G is Q graph and u E l?,(G). Then there exist 
p E p(G) and T E Q(G) such~ that (T = rp. 
We are now able to specify the relationship between F(G) and I’,(G). 
‘IXeorem 1. Let G be a graph. Thtw 
F(GP/r(G) n r2(G!) s lT,(G)/I-,(G) . 
Piroof. We first show that I’*(G) is a normal subgroup of I’,(G). It suf- 
ficies to show that if o E I’,(G) and T E I’,(G), theam or = r% for some 
7” in r2(c). Now T= 7g2 . . . r, , where each ri is a simple 2-automor- 
@sm. Thus it sufficies to show UT = T”CJ, where T is a simple 2-auto- 
morphism. 
By Lemma1 , a = r*p, where a* E I’,(G) and p E F(G). Since p cor- 
responds to a,1 element in I’(G) and 7 is. a simple 2-automorphism, it is 
readily verified that pr = TIP:, where 7’ is also a simple 2-automorphism 
in r,(c) by examination of I(a) and (11). Now 
where rrr = ~VT*-~ E P’,(G). Thus I’2 (G) is a normal subgroup of 
T,(G) and the factor group I?,(G)&(G) is defined. 
Consider the map 
i : r(G) 4 T',(G)/I',(G) , i:aHuor2(G). 
i is clearly a hlomomorphism. i is surje&ve for if u E Q(G), then u = up 
= pr’, where r and r’ are 2-automorphisms and p E F(G) by Lemma 1 
and remarks above. Thus 
u 0 r2(G) = pr’ 0 r,(G) = p 0 r,(G) = i(p) . 
The kernel of i is exactly those elements of T(G) that are also in I’,(G). 
I-Isnce T(G) n r*(G) is a normal subgroup of F(G) and 
by the first isomorphism theorem of group theory. 
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The following corollary is of interest. We denote the complete graph 
on p vertices by KP . 
Corokuy 1.1. Let G be a graph with at most one component K, and no 
component K,. Then l?(G)= I’,(Gj/F,(Gj if and only if i?(G) n I’,(G) 
is the trivial group. 
Proof. If G has at most one component K, and no component K,, then 
it is well known that I’(G) 2 T(G) (see [ l] j. The corollary is now im- 
mediate. 
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